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Abstract: Background: The current COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated the enormous importance
of maintaining good hygienic conditions in everyday indoor environments for the prevention of
infectious diseases. This includes sanitization methods capable of significantly reducing the microbial
load in the air and on surfaces. However, in line with the ecological transition, alternative systems for
environmental sanitization with reduced environmental impact are urgently needed. The photocatalytic reaction using UV-C light-emitting diode (UV-C LED) lamps with short wavelengths, especially
in the range of 200–280 nanometers (nm), can significantly reduce the microbial load, safeguarding
the environment thanks to reduced energy consumption. The objective of this review is to describe
the latest innovations in the use of UV-C LED technology in the sanitization of indoor environments,
reporting the fundamental principles on which its activity relies. Methods: Two databases (PubMed,
Web of Science), were searched, following PRISMA guidelines. Results: A total of 1348 publications
were identified, of which 379 were assessed in detail and, of these, 16 were included in the review.
Conclusions: This literature review highlighted that UV-C LEDs irradiation represents a valid, ecosustainable sanitization method that could be exploited as an alternative to chemical compounds to
contain indoor microbiological pollution in living and working environments.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, even more so due to the epidemiological emergency linked to the
COVID-19 pandemic, various national and international organizations have turned their attention to air and surfaces’ hygienic features in indoor environments, two of the factors with
the greatest impact on human health [1]. As reported by the World Health Organization
(WHO), indoor air pollution, such as that represented by dampness and molds, chemicals,
and other biological agents, is a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide [2].
These chemicals and biological agents may increase the risk of developing non-specific
respiratory and neurologic symptoms, allergies, asthma, and lung cancer. The quality
of indoor air is also important because people spend about 90% of their life in confined
environments [3]. In particular, Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) is fundamental in those places
where there are vulnerable people due to their health status or age such as in day-care
centers, hospitals, schools, retirement homes, and other special environments. A reduction
in IAQ is essentially due to an increase in the microbial load present in the air and on
surfaces in indoor environments, which can originate from various sources, including
people present and their activities, overcrowding, poor air changes, air conditioning, and
poor maintenance ventilation systems [4]. It should be emphasized that the total microbial
load represents only one of the many factors that affect indoor air quality, such as volatile
organic compounds (VOCs), chemical contaminants or the concentration of substances such
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as carbon dioxide (CO2 ) or carbon monoxide (CO), but only microbial air quality will be
discussed in this review. Thus, to preserve high levels of IAQ, air, and surfaces sanitization
methods that use sanitizing chemicals, such as ozone, peroxygen compounds, or bleach are
currently used [5–7]. Such products and compounds, besides being appreciated above all
for their high effectiveness in eliminating microbial contaminants, are somewhat feared for
their ability to generate by-products today mostly classified as toxic [8] and/or carcinogenic
by the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) Foundation. It is necessary
to consider that UV-C rays react with chemical bonds within the molecular structure of
particular compounds, such as volatile organic compounds (VOCs) present in indoor environments and facilitate their physical fragmentation. Besides the benefit deriving from
the degradation of these VOCs determined by UV-C disinfection technologies, it should
be underlined that UV-C action on these molecules leads to the formation of undesired
degradation by-products, such as formaldehyde, with known toxicity [9]. Nevertheless,
these formaldehyde levels were well below the US EPA health advisory of 1 mg/L for a
lifetime exposure for a 70 Kg adult [10]. Another significant disadvantage in the use of
chemical products is their reduced eco-sustainability and their high environmental impact,
a risk factor as significant for human health as for the balance of ecosystems.
Filters are also used in air sanitization through which it’s possible to retain the coarser
atmospheric particulate particles and a large part of the airborne microorganisms. However, the filters have limits of use regarding the need for frequent replacement by trained
personnel and their ability to become a survival or growth substrate for bacteria and
molds [11].
Therefore, it appears necessary to identify and use methods for sanitizing indoor
environments with high efficiency but with a reduced environmental impact, in line with
the ecological transition. Huge potential for use in this context can be identified in the use
of UV irradiation.
The most useful way to characterize UV is by considering the irradiance value. Conceptually, irradiance represents the amount of UV energy that impacts a particular surface,
and it is one of the factors that determine if the UV intensity is insufficient, sufficient,
or excessive for a particular application. UV irradiance varies with lamp output power,
efficiency, and distance to the surface [12]. Moreover, UV irradiance is useful to calculate
the UV dose (D), which is the product of UV irradiance and specific exposure time on a
given surface or microorganism [13].
UV sanitization technology is based on exposure to UV radiations of wavelength
wandering around the range of 100–400 nm, that can be further subdivided into four main
Atmosphere 2022, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW
categories: long-wave ultraviolet UV-A (315–400 nm), medium-wave ultraviolet UV-B
(280–315 nm), short-wave ultraviolet UV-C (200–280 nm), and vacuum ultraviolet V-UV
(100–200 nm) [12] (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Electromagnetic spectrum where different types of electromagnetic radiation are depicted:
V-UV (100–200 nm); UV-C (200–280 nm); UV-B (280–315 nm); UV-A (315–400 nm); visible spectrum
Figure 1. Electromagnetic spectrum where different types of electromagnetic radiation are depi
(400–700 nm); infrared spectrum (700 nm–1 mm).
V-UV (100–200 nm); UV-C (200–280 nm); UV-B (280–315 nm); UV-A (315–400 nm); visible spec
(400–700 nm); infrared spectrum (700 nm–1 mm).

UV-A represents the most abundant portion of ultraviolet rays that reach the ea
surface, in fact only 5% is absorbed by the ozone layer. On the other hand, UV-B and
C are absorbed, correspondingly, for 95% and 100% in the upper part of the stratosph
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UV-A represents the most abundant portion of ultraviolet rays that reach the earth’s
surface, in fact only 5% is absorbed by the ozone layer. On the other hand, UV-B and UV-C
are absorbed, correspondingly, for 95% and 100% in the upper part of the stratosphere.
UV-A is mainly used in light therapy and 3D printing, but it is harmful to human health.
Indeed, it can reach the dermis and cause lipid peroxidation, oxidative stress, and cellular
apoptosis through the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) leading to premature
aging and damage of many cellular components such as proteins or lipids [14,15]. Unlike
UV-A, that exerts its harmful effects on cellular components through the generation of
oxidative stress, UV-B, and even more UV-C rays, damage skin cells mostly by their direct
radiant effect on DNA. V-UV has an even stronger ionizing power than UVC light and
can generate high concentration reactive species such as ozone and OH radicals [16] but a
wavelength in the range of 100–200 nm is absorbed by the air thus not being able to travel
far in the air. Regarding the production of ozone, it must be emphasized that, as stated
by the Scientific Committee on Health, Environmental and Emerging Risks (SCHEER),
UV-C can generate ozone if wavelengths below 240 nm are used [17]. The wavelength
range of UV-B (only under 300 nm) and UV-C coincides with the absorption spectra of
DNA, RNA, and proteins. In particular, they can damage DNA, causing strand breaks and
possibly leading to mutation and neoplastic transformation [18]. Despite harmful effects to
human health, this capability can be important in air and surface sanitization through the
elimination of many microorganisms, especially using UV-C rays.
1.1. UV-C Absorption and Cellular DNA Damage
As is well-known from the literature, UV-C rays have an intense germicidal activity.
As shown in Figure 2, this effect is made possible thanks to the enormous cell damage,
the predominant nature of which involves cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPD), which
UV-C rays, at an optimal wavelength around 265 nm [17,19], induce into microorganism
DNA/RNA. The genetic damage from exposure to UV-C rays is carried out indifferently
at the nucleic acids that make up the genome of eukaryotic cells, viruses and prokaryotic
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microorganisms. Generally, the dimerization caused by exposure to UV-C occurs between
two consecutive thymine residues, causing the collapse of Hydrogen bonds between
Thymine and Adenine, forming a new Thymine–Thymine dimer [20,21].

Figure 2. Genetic damage by UV-C rays.

Figure 2. Genetic damage by UV-C rays.

In other cases, also depending on the type of nucleic acid, different dimers may be
formed, such as: Cytosine–Cytosine dimer, Cytosine–Thymine dimer, Uracil–Uracil dimer, Uracil–Thymine dimer and Uracil–Cytosine dimer [22]. As described in the study by
Black et al. [23], upon exposure of DNA to wavelengths approaching its maximum absorption, the CPD may be formed by the covalent q4 interaction of two adjacent pyrimidines
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In other cases, also depending on the type of nucleic acid, different dimers may be
formed, such as: Cytosine–Cytosine dimer, Cytosine–Thymine dimer, Uracil–Uracil dimer,
Uracil–Thymine dimer and Uracil–Cytosine dimer [22]. As described in the study by
Black et al. [23], upon exposure of DNA to wavelengths approaching its maximum absorption, the CPD may be formed by the covalent q4 interaction of two adjacent pyrimidines in
the same polynucleotide chain. This results from the saturation of the respective 5, 6 double
bonds and from the subsequent formation of a delimited 4-cyclobutyl ring that connects
the two pyrimidines of the nitrogenous base with the adjacent one. The replication of the
genome is inhibited, as they hinder the activity of the enzyme DNA polymerase causing
a slowdown in cell replication and cell death. It should be noted that some microbial
forms are able to repair this genetic damage, including some UV-resistant Mycobacterium
avium [24] or numerous gram-positive bacteria, known to be resistant to UV radiation.
This property is likely due to their high genomic content of G + C, as well as the reduced
frequency of thymine dimers, and involves a reduction in the number of dimers formed
after exposure to UV-C, with consequent reduced cell damage [25].
1.2. UV-C LEDs: Environmentally Friendly and Efficient
Nowadays, traditional UV-C radiation sources use low-pressure (less than 1 atm)
mercury lamps to produce shorter-wavelength UV radiation which is combined with
different filters to produce bands with numerous light-emitting wavelengths. Despite their
high sanitization efficiency, mercury contained within them is hazardous and is easily
absorbed by the skin or the respiratory tract, thus accumulating in the body, often with a
fatal toxic effect.
Therefore, the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) with the Minamata
Convention on Mercury in 2013 [26], a multilateral environmental agreement addressing
specific human activities which are contributing to widespread mercury pollution, officially
announced a total ban on the production of mercury-containing products after 2020. This
also means that it is necessary to search for new solutions to replace mercury lamps as
ultraviolet light sources with a valid alternative technology, that can be found in UV-C
LEDs lamps.
Both types of lamp are valid for disinfection purposes, but it is necessary to underline
the differences between them and above all the disinfection yield. Until the last decade,
mercury vapor UV lamps have been used preferentially given their high power. However,
it should be noted that the latest generation UV-C LED lamps retain the advantages of
traditional mercury UV lamps compared to chemical disinfection methods, overcoming
a series of disadvantages that have always characterized mercury UV lamps. In fact,
mercury UV lamps have several limitations, including low activity at refrigeration temperatures, a long warm-up time, a high risk of mercury exposure, and can only emit
light at 254 nm [27,28]. UV-C LEDs can overcome these limitations, which is why they
are becoming so popular. In addition to UV-C LEDs, as an alternative to low-pressure
mercury vapor lamps, other types of UV lamps have spread, such as the excimer technology (pulsed xenon lamps, krypton-chloride excimer lamps). This technology shares
some advantages with UV-C LEDs, such as they are mercury-free, have a longer lifetime,
and don’t need a warm-up time. However, the use of excimer lamps, such as pulsed
xenon lamps, in a continuous air disinfection system is limited due to the pulsatile nature
of these lamps, and low efficiency [16,17]. Compared to traditional lamps, UV-C LEDs
have many different characteristics: they are mercury-free and contain only tiny elements
of metals held within a crystalline structure that cannot leach in case of breakage or
disposal, don’t produce ozone, have high-power-density and advanced controls allow
for a much smaller footprint, suffer minimal damage from repeated cycles, don’t require
warm-up time for maximum intensity output, and can emit different wavelengths. These
advantages, coupled with virtually instant starts and tunable wavelengths, offer great
flexibility in UV-C LEDs ballast design [29]. Furthermore, it should also be considered
that, compared to UV mercury lamps, UV-C LEDs have smaller dimensions, making
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them more versatile and adaptable to many applications. Moreover, LED emission is
concentrated in one unique direction with an angle of about 120◦ –150◦ , making it easier
for perfect collimation of the emission beam directly to a precise and lossless target. These
highly focused radiation patterns allow for more options for orientation and, therefore, a
unique ballast design, compared to traditional UV lamps [30]. In addition, several studies
demonstrated that UV-C LEDs have much higher inactivating efficacy against different
types of bacteria, such as Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium,
and Listeria monocytogenes, than traditional mercury UV lamps at the same dosages with
intensity adjustment [27,31,32].
Finally, yet importantly, costs are certainly a very relevant aspect because represent
a major concern for people trying to install UV-C LED lamps. UV-C mercury lamps may
offer a lower initial cost than LED lights, but the total cost of ownership will be higher
(i.e., cost per Watt can be up to 100 times higher). Moreover, the UVC LEDs turn on as
the air passes through which facilitates a longer lifeline and lower running costs. This is
compared to mercury lamps which cannot be turned on and off and so degrade at a quicker
rate. As reported in Table 1, one aspect to be considered with the same importance is the
eco-friendly characteristic of UV LED lamps compared to those with mercury vapor; this
lies in their duration, estimated at around 9000/15,000 h of activity against [33] almost three
times of the life of mercury lamps, as well as in the reduced energy consumption giving
both economic and environmental advantages such as reduced production of metal waste.
Indeed, the LEDs can reach the maximum power almost instantaneously at switching on,
without any “warm-up” time [34]. Moreover, energy saving is also due to the ability of
UV-C LEDs to convert 90% of electricity into UV-C rays, as opposed to traditional UV lamps
where the percentage of electricity converted into UV is around 40% and the remaining
energy is converted into light and heat. In fact, the UV-C LEDs produce light rays with a
specific wavelength (275 ± 5 nm) starting from small amounts of electricity (in the order of
a few mWs) with low thermal resistance.
Table 1. Advantages and differences of UV-C LEDs compared to low-pressure mercury vapor
UV lamps.
Technical Features

UV-C LEDs

Mercury Vapor
UV Lamps

Mercury content

Null

5–200 mg/per lamp

Lifetime (h)

9000/15,000

3000/5000

Creation of
harmful gases

Null

It can generate ozone
and other
harmful gases

Warm-up time

Instant

Up to 15 min

Size

1–4 mm

>16 cm

Maintenance

Virtually not
maintenance costs

Ordinary maintenance
of the individual parts

UV-C LED’s Advantages
No necessity for special treatment
in recycling
Longer life and less need for
replacement and reduced
waste creation
Greater safety of use
Greater efficiency and greater
energy saving
Significant engineering advantages
and easy integration into a system
Quick and easy maintenance and
considerable economic savings
in maintenance

References
[27,28,35]
[33]

[36]
[34,37]
[29]

Sanitization using UV-C LEDs technology is an ecological physical disinfection method
that, unlike chemical chemicals, is highly effective against most of the microorganisms
present in the environment, not creating forms of microbial resistance. The absence of
mercury, in addition to increasing the safety of use of the LEDs, represents an enormous
advantage for the environment since the risk of environmental contamination by mercury
is also eliminated, thus not requiring any special treatment during recycling. However, it
must be emphasized that the various components of LEDs, such as aluminum, steel, and
copper, are about 95% recyclable. Another very important feature of LEDs, which involves
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a reduced environmental impact, is their reduced energy consumption, estimated at around
90% [38]. Reduced consumption essentially depends on the reduced heat dispersion of
the LEDs. In fact, traditional UV lamps disperse part of the energy in the form of heat
when they are crossed by an electric current [39], reducing their efficiency. Conversely,
UV-C LEDs can convert 90% of electricity into UV-C rays and their generation occurs
immediately after switching on [34], further reducing energy consumption. Furthermore,
it is estimated that UV-C LED lamps offer 50% lower CO2 emissions, and that replacing
mercury lamps with UV LED lamps can lead to 67 tons of CO2 reduction per year in the
atmosphere. In addition to the emission of CO2 , the emission of other greenhouse gases,
such as ozone, would also be greatly reduced since the UV-C LEDs do not produce ozone
unlike traditional mercury vapor lamps. An aspect that is still little considered today when
it comes to alternative technologies is their origin. In fact, considering the traditional UV
lamps, they are almost entirely produced in China, thus increasing the environmental
impact linked to the emissions related to their transport. Unlike UV lamps, LEDs are
produced in several countries including European Union countries, thus reducing transport
distances and emissions.
2. Methods
2.1. Scope and Definitions
A systematic literature search of the databases was carried out, following Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [40]. A
narrative approach was adopted to provide a descriptive summary of the studies, aiming to
present the latest innovations in the use of UV-C LEDs technology in the sanitization of air
and surfaces in indoor environments [41,42], avoiding a simple comparison of results. To
write this review, a systematic search and narrative review method were adopted involving
four main steps: first, a systematic search process and application of inclusion and exclusion
criteria; second, data extraction and synthesis of results; third, an analysis of key findings
by narrative review; and fourth, a quality appraisal procedure that included all studies.
The systematic literature search was performed using two databases (PubMed, Web of
Science), to search for relevant literature, on 15 July 2022. Our review focused primarily on
studies of indoor air and surface disinfection using ultraviolet germicidal inactivation by
UV-C LEDs. We have limited our attention to studies where only UV-C rays were used.
It should be noted that in the first part of this review we also considered articles where
traditional UV lamps were used, but this only to compare them to LEDs.
2.2. Data Source and Search Strategy
We searched two databases: PubMed, Web of Science. The search strategy combined
the terms UV-C with the following terms: DISINFECTIONS, or AIR DISINFECTION, or
SURFACES DISINFECTION, or INDOOR ENVIRONMENTS to select original publications
focused on the use of UV-C LEDs to disinfect air and surfaces in indoor environments,
increasing IAQ in there. The articles identified during the search, using the combinations
of terms previously mentioned, were examined to remove duplicates. After removal of
duplicates, titles and abstracts of the articles were screened and the publications that didn’t
comply with the inclusion criteria were removed. The full text for eligible studies was then
sourced. The selection procedure is reported in Figure 3.
At the end of the bibliographic search, a total of 1348 studies were identified. From
the total of studies identified with the keywords, 969 duplicates between the two databases
were removed using Endnote X7 program. After removing duplicates, 161 studies were
excluded by title and abstract based on inclusion and exclusion criteria. Only 218 studies
found to be suitable, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, were then evaluated
reading the full text. Through this procedure, we found 14 eligible articles and added
2 articles found by reference screening. At the end, 16 articles were included in the review.
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2.3. Inclusion Criteria
In this review, articles were included if published in English. Moreover, studies were
included according to the following criteria:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Should present reliable methodology and information enough regarding the UV-C;
Should be focused on the UV-C LEDs efficacy;
Must focus on sanitizing indoor air and surfaces with UV-C LEDs;
Ozone must not be used in combination with UV-C LEDs;
The articles must be published in the previous five years;
The articles must be available in English.
The inclusion criteria have been shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Summary of the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Description

Inclusion criteria

• Stated aim was to evaluate the UV-C LEDs sanitization efficacy;
• Must focus on sanitizing indoor air and surfaces with UV-C LEDs;
• Only UV wavelengths in the range of UV-C were used;
• Available in the English language;
• Articles published in the previous five years;
• LEDs mustn’t emit ozone;
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Table 2. Cont.
Description

Exclusion criteria

• Articles focused on the use of low-pressure mercury vapor lamps only;
• UV-C LEDs that produce ozone have been tested;
• UV wavelengths other than UV-C were used;
• Reviews, meta-analyses, systematic reviews, dissertations, and commentaries;
• Articles published more than five years ago;
• Non-English language.

2.4. Exclusion Criteria
As reported in Table 2, exclusion criteria were reviews, meta-analyses, dissertations,
conference papers, commentaries and editorials, and other publications other than journal
articles. Moreover, studies were excluded if they have used UV wavelengths other than UV-C
and if they haven’t used only LEDs to disinfect air and surfaces in indoor environments.
3. Application of UV-C LEDs in Air Sanitization
As defined by WHO, low air quality is a significant risk factor for human health [43].
Exposure to indoor air pollutants can lead to a wide range of adverse health outcomes
in both children and adults, from respiratory illnesses to cancer to eye problems. In
particular, children that live in polluted confined environments have an increased risk of
experiencing asthma [44,45] and respiratory infections. Air disinfection through UV-C
lamps is accomplished via several methods, such as irradiating the upper-room air
only (ideal for use in occupied rooms) or irradiating the full room (ideal for complete
air sanitization but in a room without people) [46]. As reported by Kim and Kang [47],
optimal results in air sanitizing were obtained using UV-C irradiation; they investigated
the possibility of inactivating viral (MS2, Qβ, φX174), bacterial (Escherichia coli O157: H7;
Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium, Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus), and
fungal (Aspergillus flavus, Alternaria japonica) aerosols in a chamber-type air disinfection
system (30 by 30 by 30 cm) by using a UV-C LEDs system placed inside the chamber. The
UV-C LED arrays used in this study were composed of sixteen UV-C LED package chips
arrayed linearly at 11 mm from each other and a 40 mm gap on both sides to connect it
to a cooling panel. After the nebulization step, the air containing microbial particles was
irradiated with the UVC LED array for up to 10 min for viruses, 1 min for bacteria, and
5 min for fungi with the fan still running. A 2.5-log reduction was achieved at a dosage of
1.5 mJ/cm2 for E. coli O157:H7, 3- to 4.5-log reductions at 4.6 mJ/cm2 for S. Typhimurium,
L. monocytogenes, and S. aureus., 4.7 and 4.9-log reductions within 46 mJ/cm2 for MS2
and Qβ viruses, and 4 log reductions within 4.6 mJ/cm2 for φX174 virus. Unlike φX174
virus and bacteria mentioned above, A. flavus and A. japonica required an irradiation
dosage approximately 5 times higher (about 23 mJ/cm2 ) to achieve 4 log reductions,
because eukaryotic cells show greater resistance to UV-C irradiation.
An innovative UV-C LEDs technology, for air sanitization was also tested by Nunayon,
et al. [48]. In this work, the researcher tested and compared, in a full-size experimental
chamber, a novel upper room UV-C LEDs device with a conventional mercury vapor lamp
system. The test chamber operated at a constant temperature (T, ◦ C) and relative humidity
(RH, %) of 24 ◦ C and 55%, respectively. The results showed that the conventional mercury
vapor lamp system’s bactericidal effect was not significantly higher than the peak reduction
reported for the UV-C LEDs system. Despite this, considering not only the abatement rate,
but also the various technical-economic advantages of LEDs, the researchers concluded by
stating that the UV-C LEDs system has a high potential to be used as a safe and effective
irradiated light source to inactivate indoor airborne pathogens. Subsequently, the same
team of researchers compared the antibacterial efficacy of the tested UV-C LEDs system by
both holding it in a stationary position and rotating it. The sanitizing effectiveness of the
UV-C LEDs system in poorly mixed ventilation conditions has been shown to improve by
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22.36–49.86% by rotating the UV-C LED system to sweep across the entire room compared
to the direct stationary mode of irradiation operation of the UV-C LEDs system [49].
An aspect to consider is the size of the room because the UV-C rays, especially if the
UV-C LEDs are installed on the ceiling, will not be able to sanitize the air present on the
opposite side of the room, thus reducing the effectiveness of air sanitization. For this reason,
a valid solution, tested and confirmed in many studies, is to insert these UV-C LEDs inside
ventilation ducts where the area crossed by the air is considerably reduced, thus making
possible homogeneous and optimal irradiation of the air which will then be introduced
into the confined environment.
Anyway, the type, survival and spreading of airborne microorganisms, which can then
settle on the surfaces, are tightly linked to physical favorable environmental parameters,
too, such as relative humidity and temperature [50].
Integration of UV-C LEDs in a Continuous Sanitation Air (CSA) System
As previously mentioned, to provide better IAQ, UV-C LEDs are installed in an air duct
of CSA systems [51] that can be then installed in Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
(HVAC) systems of public builds or public transportations. One of the main advantages of
the integration of UV-C LEDs in a CSA system is the possibility of continuously sanitizing
the air in rooms where there are people, such as inside a train or a public office. These
CSA systems are always equipped with High-Efficiency Particulate Air (HEPA) filters to
retain the particulate (about 99.97% of airborne particles) and microorganisms present in
the air, but often the only use of filters is unable to guarantee optimal IAQ levels, especially
in highly crowded public environments. Another aspect to consider is that HEPA filters
can become an optimal proliferation site for microorganisms, compromising air quality.
In addition to negatively impacting IAQ, dirty filters with a high microbial load could
represent a biological hazard for workers who must replace worn filters and maintenance
of the system. Exactly for these reasons, the UV-C lamps are generally located, inside the
air ducts, in a position to directly irradiate the HEPA filters surface. As confirmed in the
study conducted by D’Orazio A. and D’Alessandro D. [52], direct irradiation of the filters by
the UV-C rays allows increasing the effectiveness of air sanitization as well as the half-life
of the HEPA filters themselves thanks to the reduction of the microbial load present in the
filters. In addition to the combination of UV-C LEDs and HEPA filters, Baldelli G. et al. [51]
conducted a study testing the air sanitization capacity of a CSA system, installed outside
the passenger compartment of a train, inside the HVAC box. In this CSA system the UV-C
LEDs were installed in addition to ISO Coarse 90% filter and an ionizer. In the train setting,
the microclimatic parameters ranged as follows: 19–24 ◦ C and 43–57% RH. The tested
CSA device demonstrated high efficiency in microbial inactivation thanks to the synergy
between UV-C LEDs, filters, and the ionizer. During the study, the researchers evaluated
the efficiency of the entire CSA system, which demonstrated a microbial killing rate of
98.96 ± 0.6%. On the other hand, the ionizer or the ISO Coarse 90% filter alone led to lower
sanitization efficiency (89.48 ± 0.08% and 88.69 ± 0.37%, respectively).
A problem that we may encounter in the use of these types of CSA is related to
the possible formation of condensation along the aeraulic ducts, which can favor the
proliferation of pathogenic microorganisms, including bacteria of the Legionella genus,
which can be diffused in the air of the confined environment [53,54]. In this case, the
integration of UV-C LEDs inside a CSA can solve this problem by sanitizing the duct,
but it is essential to pay attention to the relative humidity and the temperature inside the
aeraulic system.
4. Application of UV-C LEDs in Surfaces Disinfection
Just like air, surfaces also play an important role in the transmission of infections.
Today, a search for “no-touch” technologies is underway, such as UV-C LED lamps, capable
of disinfecting surfaces and materials from microorganisms. An aspect to consider is that
the no-touch UV technology depends on the distance between the lamp and the surface to
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be disinfected. In fact, as stated by the inverse square law, doubling the distance between
the lamp and the surface to be disinfected quadruples the time required for disinfection.
Different studies [55,56] compared the surface sanitizing effectiveness between UV-C
lamps and standard operating protocol (SOP), essentially based on the use of disinfectant
chemicals. In the study of Liscynesky et al. [57], in rooms of patients with confirmed
C. difficile infection, 32 out of 238 (13%) high-touch surfaces were positive after bleach
disinfection and only 1 out of 238 (0.4%) was positive after UV-C treatment.
Furthermore, UV-C LEDs treatment was applied to inactivate Salmonella spp. deposited on chicken breast samples and common food contact surfaces such as stainless
steel and high-density polyethylene obtaining a reduction of Salmonella spp. up to 99.999%
at a 3.6 J/cm2 after 15 min [58], and to disinfect chicken transport crates resulting in a
significant reduction in C. jejuni, Enterobacteriaceae, and total aerobic bacteria on these
surfaces at 61.2 mJ/cm2 after 3 min [59].
Germicidal irradiation with UV-C rays is also considered a promising method for
viruses’ inactivation, as well as for bacteria and molds, on surfaces and materials of common
use. In this case, it should be emphasized that the effectiveness of ultraviolet irradiation
strongly depended on the type of viral nucleic acid, capsid structure of viruses, host cell
repair mechanisms, and relative humidity [60]. In fact, to achieve a 90% viral reduction on
a surface, the UV dose required for viruses with nucleic acid RNA and double-stranded
DNA (dsRNA/dsDNA) is approximately 2 to 3 times higher than for viruses with nucleic
acid single-stranded RNA/DNA (ssRNA and ssDNA). Another susceptibility factor to be
considered, as previously mentioned, is relative humidity (optimal at 55%) since the water
coating on the viral capsule could protect against UV-induced damage to DNA or RNA.
Gidari et al. established the persistence of SARS-CoV-2 on inanimate surfaces and
material during UV-C irradiation, noting that a smaller dose of UV-C (10.25–23.71 mJ/cm2 )
is enough to reduce the viral charge of >99.99% on surfaces. Similar results were obtained
in many other laboratory studies [61,62]; moreover, some results indicated that a 99.9%
inactivation can be reached after 1 min of treatment with a dose of 83.1 J/m2 [63]. Even 10 s
of UV-C exposure strongly reduced viral loads [64] concluding that UV-C LEDs proved
to be an effective and quick method for disinfecting SARS-CoV-2-contaminated surfaces.
Similar killing rates were obtained in other studies against different types of viruses such
as, for example, in the study by Mariita RM et al. [65] during which they used UV-C LEDs
against Human norovirus (HuNoV) obtaining a 99.9% virus reduction with a UV-C dose of
22.5 mJ/cm−2 at a wavelength of 269 nm at 7 cm source–surface distance.
Therefore, the high susceptibility of bacteria and viruses to UV-C LEDs makes the
latter a valid eco-sustainable alternative in the sanitization of indoor environments, as long
as attention is paid to their position.
5. Results and Discussion
Nowadays, well known is the environmental pollution, due to human activity, and
its enormous negative impact on the ecosystem and on human health. A high negative
impact is exerted by high concentrations of pollutants in the air, which are also deposited
on surfaces, present in indoor environments. A high concentration of pollutants, including
chemical and/or biological pollutants, in the indoor air leads to a significant reduction
in IAQ, at the same time increasing the negative impact on our health, and consequently
causing an increase in the risk of respiratory diseases. There are several sanitizing methods
used to guarantee optimal IAQ levels but many of these, despite being very effective
in sanitizing environments, can be dangerous for our health [8]. A valid alternative in
environmental sanitization is represented by LEDs tuned to a wavelength in the range
of UV-C rays (200–280 nm). The application of LEDs and interest in them is growing
sharply in the last 10 years, especially after the announcement of the total ban on the
production of mercury-containing products after 2020 was declared during the Minamata
conference [26]. In fact, UV-C LEDs don’t contain mercury, unlike traditional mercury
lamps, and this entails easier disposal and above all a reduced environmental impact. Their
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reduced environmental impact also depends on the low energy consumption required
by LEDs, and this makes them not only more eco-sustainable but also cheaper to run
and 50–90 times more efficient, compared to mercury lamps [48,66]. To date, optimal
sanitization results with UV-C LEDs have been obtained in the sanitization of air and
surfaces, reaching inactivation rates up to 99.9% both against bacteria and viruses in indoor
environments [58,61–63,65].
However, it must be considered that the position of the LEDs and their distance from
the surface to be sanitized considerably affects the rate of microbial abatement. That is
why the LEDs must be positioned in a position close to the affected surface to reduce
the dispersion of UV-C rays, thus maintaining high sanitizing efficiency. For this reason,
UV-C LEDs are often installed inside an air duct of a CSA system. Furthermore, UV-C
LED-based CSA systems are often equipped with other components such as ionizers and
filters to improve the sanitization efficiency. UV-C LEDs’ efficiency in air sanitization was
demonstrated in several studies [47–49,51] in which the researchers assessed inactivation
rates up to 98%, thus underlining the enormous potential of UV-C LEDs in indoor air
sanitization. Equally, optimal inactivation rates were obtained in the surface sanitization
with UV-C LEDs.
However, despite their high efficiency in microbial inactivation, it must be emphasized
that overexposure to UV-C radiation can be very dangerous and harmful to the human
body, causing burns, severe forms of photokeratitis, and inflammation of the cornea. Due to
this, it is appropriate to install UV-C LEDs inside a CSA system to avoid direct exposure to
UV-C rays, or in devices with motion sensor equipment, to guarantee efficient and healthy
sanitization for users.
6. Conclusions
The principal aim of this review was to describe and underline the potential of UVC LEDs in indoor environmental sanitization, reporting the fundamental principles on
which relies their activity and the last innovations in their use. Our research identified
16 studies that talked about the UV-C LEDs’ efficiency and their application in air and
surface sanitization, comparing them to traditional vapor mercury UV lamps. UV-C LEDs
are smaller, mercury-free, ozone-free than traditional mercury vapor lamps, and present
lower energy consumption. Therefore, thanks to the reduced energy consumption, the
higher lifetime, and the absence of mercury, UV-C LEDs represent a valid eco-sustainable
alternative for indoor environment sanitization, in line with the ecological transition. In
conclusion, the use of UV-C LED lamps is particularly advantageous, both on a hygienic
and ecological level, in replacement of the most common chemical sanitization methods
and, in comparison, to common vapor mercury UV-C lamps in the sanitization of air and
surfaces in confined environments.
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